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Diamagnetic domains in beryllium observed by muon-spin-rotation spectroscopy
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Dia- and paramagnetic~Condon! domains were observed in single crystal beryllium for applied fields
Huu@0001# of 1–3 T, at temperaturesT50.1–3 K, by muon-spin-rotation (mSR) spectroscopy at PSI. On
varying H, the domains with magnetization parallel and opposite toH reappear in each de Haas–van Alphen
period DH, detected by the doublet splitting in the precession frequency spectrum. AsH varies within the
‘‘domain section’’ dH of a dHvA cycle, the domain inductionsB1 ,B2 stay constant, while the volume
fractions of the para- and diamagnetic regions vary linearly. The beat in the susceptibility amplitudea(B)
54p(dM/dB)max, with a period of'33•DH, allowed us to determineBi anddH for different regimes. As
a increases by a factor of'3, the sectionsdH grow, uB22B1u→DH, and the uniform state between two
domain sections shows an increasingly strong diamagnetism,24px@1. The domains persist up toT'3 K
and at fields down toH'1 T. On varyingH, a slight ‘‘field overheating’’ was observed. The domain area in
the phase diagram is much larger than expected, while other predictions of the theory proved to be qualitatively
correct.@S0163-1829~99!03509-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The periodic formation of dia- and paramagnetic doma
in nonmagnetic metals at low temperatures is a macrosc
manifestation of the interaction between electrons in qu
tized cyclotron orbitals, predicted by Condon.1,2 The under-
lying physical background for Condon domains is the sa
as for the ‘‘normal’’ de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA! oscilla-
tions, the periodically emerging electronic Landau lev
from below the Fermi surface, as the quantizing magn
field B varies. For domain formation, in addition, the ma
netic interaction2 of electrons is essential: the field generat
by an occupied Landau orbital is part of the quantizing fi
itself via B5H14pM(B). Whether this self-consistenc
implies only a slight modification of the wave form of th
oscillating magnetization or results in discontinuities, d
pends on the amplitudexa of the differential susceptibility
x5]M /]B. ~Here and in the following,M and B are the
vector components alongH.) Besides crystal perfection an
temperature,xa is determined by properties of the Ferm
surface and the orientation and strength ofB. From the con-
dition of thermodynamical stability

]H/]B5124px.0 ~1!

it follows that sufficiently sharp dHvA oscillations having
for a field range, an amplitude

xa~B,T!5~]M /]B!max.1/4p ~2!

will contain thermodynamically unstablesections within
each dHvA cycle. Formally, the situation on the (H,B) plane
corresponds to the (p,v) diagram of a real gas: at a givenH
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~10!/6834~12!/$15.00
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two stable valuesB1 ,B2 exist, analogous to the specific vo
umesv l ,vg in the liquid and the gas. Without external re
striction onB ~for a long cylinder oriented alongH), at a
given H5Hc the induction will vary discontinuously, jump
ing betweenB1↔B2 of equal free energies, leaping over
‘‘forbidden interval’’ DB5B22B1 ~like boiling at the equi-
librium vapor pressurep0). For a thin plate orientednormal
to H ~demagnetizing coefficientn'1), the situation is dif-
ferent: the conservation of magnetic flux for a unifor
sample would requireB5H, even though forB1,H,B2

this implies an unstable value ofB. What really happens1 is
that the uniform state breaks up and oppositely magnet
domains with inductionB1 andB2 , of a volume averageB̄
5H, arise~‘‘evaporation’’ at a given total volume,B̄ corre-
sponding to the mean specific volumev̄). This state with
dia- and paramagnetic~or Condon! domains is analogous to
the intermediate state of type 1 superconductors, the con
between the quantum structure of the energy spectrum
the conservation of magnetic flux is in both cases ‘‘solve
by domain formation.

Since xa varies slowly withB, Eq. ~2! holds normally
over a field range with hundreds of dHvA cycles, each co
taining a sectiondH where domains coexist. The nature
the related recurrent phase transitions has attracted cons
able theoretical interest.3–8

Until recently the only direct, spectroscopic evidence
dia- and paramagnetic domains was the NMR experimen
silver by Condon and Walstedt,9 where the free induction
signal was observed in a single crystal slab atT51.4 K, asH
was finely tuned nearH59 T. The domains were reveale
by the splitting of the NMR line due to two coexisting in
6834 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 6835DIAMAGNETIC DOMAINS IN BERYLLIUM OBSERVED . . .
ductions in the sample, and some basic predictions of
theory were thereby confirmed: the presence of doma
within dH'DB ~for n'1) and the approximately linea
variation of their volume fractions on varyingH. Also, the
distinct doublet signal showed that the volume for doma
walls ~with continuous field distribution! is relatively small.
~For domains in Ag see also Ref. 10.!

For the experimental study of Condon domains, berylliu
is particularly attractive, since the dHvA frequenciesF for
Huu@0001# are low, insuring a comfortably large dHvA pe
riod of '41 G already atH52 T. Moreover, domains hav
been indicated,in the first place, precisely in beryllium, on
the basis of the particular shape of various dHvA oscillatio
~like that of magnetization,1,11,12 magnetoresistance,13

thermopower14!. However, the NMR study of Be was no
conclusive,9 since ‘‘ . . . the nuclear thermalization time o
;1/2 h and the inherent quadrupole splitting made the d
collection and interpretation difficult.’’

Muon spin rotation (mSR) gives, like NMR,spectro-
scopicinformation onB, but the absence of both quadrupo
broadening (Sm51/2) and skin effect is, in this case, an a
vantage of the muon method. We report here onmSR experi-
ments performed on Be single crystals in fields up toH53
T, at He temperatures down toT5 0.1 K. For testing various
predictions of the theory, Be offers the possibility of an ea
variation of the key parameterxa(B): the two nearly equa
dHvA frequenciesFh ,Fw for Huu@0001# lead to a beat inx,
with xa

max/xa
min'3.

By detecting the periodic formation of domains in th
wide rangeH51 –3 T of the applied field, the observe
behavior of the induction gapDB and of the differential
susceptibility in the uniform phase, as functions ofxa , could
be compared to theoretical predictions. On tuningH at fixed
temperature and, alternatively, varyingT at a given field, the
possibility of overheating-undercooling at the phase tran
tions was investigated.

After recapitulating the required basic relations in Sec.
the experimental results are described and compared to
theory in Secs. III–V. Part of the results have previou
been presented as short communications.15,16

II. BASIC FORMULAS

A. Magnetic interaction and discontinuity of B

Under the conditions of the dHvA effect, the longitudin
~parallel to the external fieldH) componentM of the sample
magnetizationM is2

M52M1 sin~2pF/B1f!1 (
p52

`

2M p sin~2ppF/B1fp!,

~3!

giving the susceptibilityx5]M /]B in the form

x5x1 cos~2pF/B1f!1 (
p52

`

xp cos~2ppF/B1fp!.

~4!

The dHvA frequencyF5\cAext/2pe is determined by the
extremal cross sectionAext of the Fermi surface normal to
H; the amplitudesxp'(2ppF/B2)M p depend onT,B and
e
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on the Fermi surface parameters. For the amplitude of
first harmonic the Lifshitz-Kosevich~LK ! formula gives17,2

x1~B,T;xD ,m*, . . . !5
e2

4p4mc2
A ext

2 S 2p

uA9u
D 1/2

3
m

m*
S \c

eBD 3/2

GsR~u,v !, ~5!

where m* is the cyclotron mass,A95]2Aext/]dkz
2 is the

derivative along the direction ofH, and the ‘‘reduction fac-
tor’’ R

R1[R~u,v !5$u/ sinh~u!%exp~2v !;

with u52p2kT/\vc ; v52p2kxD /\vc ~6!

is due to the finite temperatureT and to electron scattering
(xD5\/2pkt is the Dingle temperature with relaxation tim
t), vc5eB/m* c is the cyclotron frequency; the factorGs
5 cos(pgm* /2m) accounts for electrons with opposite spi
(g'2). For M p ,xp one has M p /M15xp /(px1)
5@R(pu,pv)Gs(pm* )#/@R(u,v)Gs(m* )#p23/2. When
more than oneAext normal to H exist, as for Be with
Huu@0001#, the contributions are added.

These formulas contain theaveragemagnetic field inside
a cyclotron radiusr c(B)'1023–1024 cm, i.e., the induction
B. Since in metals the average distancer e;1028 cm be-
tween electrons is, except for very high fields, much sma
than r c , the orbits strongly overlap. Therefore, apart fro
their electrostatic interaction, electrons on Landau levels
teract via the magnetization they create,2 and this self-
consistency in the dHvA effect leads to the instability d
cussed below. Two remarks concerning Eqs.~3!–~5!:

~1! M p andxp contain a factorRp5R(pu,pv), so that for
u,v.1 second and higher harmonics (p>2) in Eqs.~3! and
~4! can be neglected, leaving onlyM1 and x1 . This first
harmonic approximationis a high-temperature–low-field ap
proximation within the dHvA regime;

~2! M andx are periodic in (1/B) but, within a few dHvA
cycles near a givenB0!F, they areapproximatelyalso pe-
riodic in the variableB,

x'x1 cos$2p~B2B0!/DH%,

M5M1 sin$2p~B2B0!/DH%, ~7!

where we choseB0 to be at a ‘‘paramagnetic’’ zero o
M (B), M (B0)50 andx(B0)5x1 , and DH5B0

2/F is the
‘‘dHvA period.’’ @The above choice ofB0 for the Taylor
expansion in Eq.~4! is the simplest, thoughB0 may actually
not occur as a local value in the crystal.#

Unstable sections in theH,B diagram arise if the ampli-
tude 4pM1 of the oscillation inH(B)5B24pM (B) is not
small compared to its periodDH. Consider first a thin rod
parallel to H and, for simplicity, sinusoidal dHvA oscilla
tions. If x1 is sufficiently large,

a~T,B![4px1.1, ~8!

the situation is shown in Fig. 1. For a givenB, the fieldH is
at the intersection of the straight line, drawn parallel toy
5B through the point 4pM (B), with the B axis. At the
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point S one finds, besidesBS , alsoBR andBT belonging to
the sameHS : M (H) is three-valuedin a section of each
dHvA cycle. The pointsB1 andB2 , with equal free energies
2(1/4p)*HBdH, enclose aforbidden interval (B1 ,B2),
within which B is unstable. By Eq.~7! the magnetization
M (H), given by the implicit relation

m5a sin~h1m!; with m58p2M /DH,

h52p~H2B0!/DH, ~9!

is nearly sinusoidal fora!1, saw-tooth shaped asa→1
~Shoenberg effect2!, and three-valued fora.1, in which
caseM andB vary discontinuously withH, ‘‘leaping over’’
the sections with differential paramagnetismx.0 ~Fig. 1!.
On increasingH from HN to B0 , M varies along a path with
x,0 from MN to M P , whereB5B1 . Any further increase
of H leads to thejumps MP→MQ , B1→B2 , where the next
diamagnetic section begins.

FIG. 1. Magnetization 4pM and applied fieldH vs inductionB
for a long thin crystal oriented alongH, with a54p(dM/dB)max

53.5, Eq.~7!. For a givenBS , the straight line with slope 1 throug
Sgives the cutHS5B24pM on theB axis. Out of the three mag
netizationsMR , MS , and MT belonging toH5HS , only MT is
thermodynamically stable. The paths enclosing the filled areas
never realized;M and B jump between the statesP and Q having
the same free energies. Forn.0, the magnetizationsM P and MQ

coexist atH5Hc5B0 in the domain phase.
For sufficiently pure crystals at low temperaturesx1
}B23/2 @Eq. ~5!#, so thata.1 canalwaysbe fulfilled. For
sinusoidal oscillations, the jumpDB(x1) andxmin52x1 in
the diamagnetic sections are interrelated, the forbidden in
val is symmetric aboutB0 and tends, with increasingx1 , to
extend over the entire dHvA period. ForDB5B22B1 and
Bi one has

pDB/DH5a sin$pDB/DH%, B2 ,B15B06DB/2
~10!

@by Fig. 1, or Eq.~9! with h50, 8pM5DB]. The quantity
DB5DB(B,T), predicted by Eqs.~5! and~10!, can be com-
pared with the experiment~Sec. II E and Sec. IV!. For
DB(a), increasing monotonically fromDB(1)50, a series
expansion gives

DB/DH'121/~a11! for a@1. ~11!

In this case onlyB’s in the vicinity of B08, the diamagnetic
(x,0) zeros ofM (B), are realized,B(H) consists of nearly
horizontal lines connected with vertical jumps.13

B. Condon domains

The additional requirement of flux conservation leads,
a multivaluedM (H), to the coexistence of two phases. Fo
disk ~ideally an oblate ellipsoid! orientednormal to the ex-
ternal fieldH, the boundary condition for auniform state is

B5~H24pnM!14pM , M5M ~B!, ~12!

wheren is the demagnetizing factor. For some ranges ofH,
however, the requiredB values lie in forbidden intervals~for
B1,H,B2 , for example, ifn51).

For H5Hc5B0 in Fig. 1, the uniform, flux-conserving
state is O (B5B0 , M50). But this state, unstable for th
rod discussed in Sec. II A, will not occur in the disk eithe
since anonuniformflux-conserving state with lower free en
ergy exists:1 with the sample split up~Fig. 2! into thin plates
~of width d/2) directed alongH, magnetized alternatingly
parallel (M5MQ.0) and opposite (M5M P,0) to it, the
sample average beingM̄50. The internalH-field ~in a depth
l @d from the surface! is Hi5H24pnM̄5Hc , consistent
with the local valuesM P ,MQ , and themean flux B̄5Hc

14pM̄ satisfies the boundary condition.
For uH2Hcu<4pnMQ the domain phase is the stab

one, Hi stays ‘‘pinned’’ at Hc , at which M P and MQ ~or
B1,25Hi14pM P,Q) coexist. What changes withH is the
ratio of diamagnetic (M P) to paramagnetic (MQ) regions,
‘‘adjusting’’ M̄ (H) so as to insureHi5Hc ,

M̄5~H2Hc!/4pn,

for H1[Hc14pnMP<H<Hc14pnMQ[H2 .

~13!

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! showB(H) within a dHvA cycle for
different a54px1 andn ~first harmonic model!. On lower-
ing H from Hc , the diamagnetic (M5M P) domains grow,
until at H5H1 one hasB5B1 everywhere, and the stat
remains uniform withB described by Eq.~12!. By increasing
H from Hc , the paramagnetic (M5MQ) domains grow, un-

re
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til B equalsB2 all over the sample atH5H2 . With the
volume fractionap of paramagnetic domains one has

M̄5~12ap!M P1apMQ ; ap5~H2H1!/~H22H1!,
~14!

and

B̄5Hc14pM̄5H/n1Hc~121/n!, ~15!

showing that in the domain sectiondM̄/dB̄51/4p and
dB̄/dH51/n. The interval

dH[H22H154pn~MQ2M P!5nDB ~16!

is, for a sinusoidalM (B), symmetrical aboutHc . Clearly,
DB(a)→DH with increasinga @Eq. ~11!#, anddH(a,n) di-
minishes with decreasinga andn. One also sees that, besid
the exact linearity ofB̄(H) within the domain section,B(H)
in theuniformsections is fora*3 approximatelyalso linear,
B2B08'm̄(H2B08). This follows from 4pM'2a(B
2B08) for a@1, since then the uniformB-range reduces to
the vicinity of B08 . In this casedB/dH5m in the uniform
phase is, by Fig. 3~a! and Eq.~16!, nearly equal to the aver
age

FIG. 2. Condon domains in a plate oriented normal toH ~sche-
matic!. ~a! Planar structure of alternating diamagnetic and param
netic regions with periodd, for equal volume fractions. The mag
netization is eitherM5MQ or M5M P52uMQu ~see Fig. 1!; ~b!
inductionB inside the sample and at the surface.
g-

FIG. 3. ~a! and ~b! B(H) diagrams for different values ofa
54px1 and n ~solid lines!. Shadowed areas are domain se
tions with coexistingB5B1 and B5B2 regions. The intervaldH
~indicated only for n51) diminishes with decreasinga and n;

dashed lines show the sample averageB̄. ~The notation is that of

Fig. 1.! ~c! Average differential permeabilitym̄(a;n) in the uniform
phase.
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dB/dH̄[m̄5~DH2DB!/~DH2nDB! ~17!

plotted in Fig. 3~c!. @For a,3 the domain sectiondH is
narrow and the nonlinearity ofB(H), visible in Fig. 3~a!,
may become observable, see Sec. IV A.# By Eq. ~12!

4px5~121/m!/~12n!, ~18!

giving 1/m̄'11a(12n) for a@1. Apart from the infinite
disk (n51) wherem5m̄51 irrespective ofa, for n,1 the
uniform sections showdifferential diamagnetism, m̄,1. The
decreasing slopem̄ of the linesB(H) with increasinga and
(12n) is seen in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!.

C. Domain form

No data are available on the morphology of Condon
mains, the planar structure, varying only along one direct
as in Fig. 2, is just the simplest assumption. Predictions
the periodd and on the size and magnetic structureM(r) of
the ‘‘wall’’ regions exist6,18–20but have not as yet been ex
perimentally confirmed.

The periodd is determined17,2 by the formation energy o
the planar interfaces and the energy of bending these pla
as they emerge at the sample surface. This gives

d;ALw ~19!

providedd!L, whereL is the thickness of the plate andw
the width of the wall region which@except for DB!DH
~Ref. 18!# should be of the order ofr c;1024 cm for H;1 T.

The prediction w/d;Aw/L!1 for L;0.1 cm thick
samples is confirmed by the earlier NMR results on Ag~Ref.
9! and also by the presentmSR data for Be, insofar as tw
distinct frequencies in the spectra are evidence that the
ume fractions for the essentially homogeneous ‘‘in-doma
regions dominate, with small volume left for boundaries. F
the study of small-scale variations ofB(r), subject of severa
model calculations,6,18–20the shapeof the spectral lines ha
to be known in a higher than present-day accuracy.

D. Fermi-surface parameters of beryllium, beat for Hzz†0001‡

The electron part of the Fermi surface21 of Be consists of
two equivalent cigar-like ellipsoids oriented along t
@0001# direction and slightly pinched in the middle, formin
a ‘‘waist’’ and two symmetrically placed ‘‘hips.’’

The cross sectionsAwaist andAhip give rise to two fre-
quenciesFw5942.260.3 T andFh5970.960.5 T, causing
a beat in x(B) with the frequencyFh2Fw528.760.2 T.22

The antinode and node valuesx1
(h) andx1

( l ) of the amplitude
arex1

(h,l )52(260.94)x1,hip, in view of the two hips and the
'3 percent thinner waist for each ellipsoids; herex1,hip is
given by Eq.~5! with Aext5Ahip . The beat cycle ofx1 com-
prises'33 dHvA periods, the measured susceptibilityx(B)
~Ref. 11! is reproduced in Fig. 4. Since bothDB(a) in the
domain phase andm(B;a) for the uniform state depend o
x1 , the ‘‘natural’’ variation of this parameter along the be
cycle allows one a thorough check of the theory~Sec. III!.

The quoted values ofF, with m* 50.17m and uA9u
'0.25 for this geometry, lead to the phase diagrams
cussed in the next section. Note that the smallm* and the
-
n
n

es,

l-
’
r

t

s-

little curvatureuA9u along@0001# result in a relatively large
dHvA amplitude even at the not too low temperatures of 1
K and for magnetic fields not higher than 2–3 T.

E. The phase transition

While the jump ofB for a long thin cylinder is obviously
a transition of first order~‘‘boiling’’ !, the order of the uni-
form ↔ domain transition depends on where the pha
boundary is crossed and in which direction.

The ‘‘envelope’’ line a(B,T)54px151 in the (B,T)
plane, shown in Fig. 5~a!, separates two regions. Above
a,1 and the state is uniform, below it one hasa.1 and
domain ‘‘strips’’ arise, parallel to theT axis and centered
along the inductionsB5B0i ~the paramagnetic zeros ofM )
in each dHvA cycle, the uniform state reappears between
strips. The widthDB(a@T#) of each strip decreases wit
increasingT, becoming zero atT0 , wherea(B0 ,T0)51 for
the field in question.@Since, by Eqs.~5! and ~6!, da/dT
,0, Eq. ~10! for DB(a) implies thatDB(T) is monotoni-
cally decreasing.# The envelopea(B,T)51 is not a phase
boundary, it just spans the ‘‘critical’’ points, i.e., the high
temperature ends, of the narrowing domain regions. For
the small scale strip structure of the actual phase bounda
modulated by the ‘‘medium scale’’ variation due to the be
ing of x, and the envelope in Fig. 5~a! is seen to oscillate
between the ‘‘higher’’ and ‘‘lower’’ limiting envelopes
4px1

(h,l )(B,T;xD)51, corresponding to the beat maxima a
minima. In Fig. 5~b! only these ‘‘limiting’’ envelopes are
plotted, for different Dingle temperatures.

The envelope curves in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! were calcu-
lated by Eq.~5!, using the Fermi-surface data of Sec. II
~the spin factorG50.87 was neglected!. For the field range
belowbothsolid and dashed curves~for a givenxD), there is
a domain strip in each dHvA period. For fieldsto the rightof
a given dashed curve, the envelopea(B,T)51 drops, in
each beat cycle, from the 4px1

(h)51 line down to theB-axis,
excluding domain strips near the beat nodes.

As will be shown in Sec. IV, we observed domains in
much more extended region of theB,T plane than the curves
in Fig. 5~b! predict. Here we note only that this isnot due to
an unjustified neglect of higher harmonics in the LK fo
mula. With m* /m50.17, the arguments in the factorsRp
@Eqs. ~5! and ~6!# areu52.50T/B andv52.50xD /B (B in
tesla,T in K!. Thus, withxD52 K ~even lower than 2.6 K
cited in Ref. 12! one has, at e.g.T50.1 K andB52.5 T, the

FIG. 4. Beating magnetic susceptibilityx(B) of beryllium at
T51.4 K for Buu@0001#, measured on a cubical crystal.11 The
asymmetric shape is due to the missing of paramagnetic sec
with x.1/4p, where Eq.~15! is valid.
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amplitudes of the first few harmonics in Eq.~4! decreasing
like x1 :x2 :x351:0.053:0.0004, already the 2nd harmon
is fairly small.

On crossing the phase boundary along a vertical lineB
5B0 , where the domains have equal volume fractions,
transition occurs ata(B0 ,T0)51. By Eq. ~9!, for T02T
!T0 one has

DB/DH'CA12T/T0; T,T0 ,

C5@~6T0u]a/]TuH0 ,T0
!/p2#1/2, ~20!

~see also Ref. 7!, as expected for a second order transition
the critical point (B0 ,T0). The constant, by Eqs.~5! and~6!,
has the value

FIG. 5. Calculated phase diagrams for Be,Huuc axis @Eqs. ~5!
and ~8!#. ~a! Section of the oscillating envelopea(B,T)51 for xD

50.4 K. The beat cycle in reality contains'33 dHvA periods but
here, for visibility, only 3 domain strips~shadowed! are schemati-
cally drawn, the width of the strips and that of the dHvA period a
magnified by a factor of'6. The envelopea(B,T)51 is discon-
tinuous aboveB'3.39 T~for this value ofxD); for higher fields the
strips near the beat minima disappear.~b! Higher and lower enve-
lopes 4pxa

(h,l )51 ~solid and dashed curves! for different Dingle
temperaturesxD ~in K!. For xD>0.87 K no strips should appear a
the beat nodes, and forxD.1.78 K not even at the beat maxim
The experimental points for two beat antinodes (d) and beat nodes
(s) showobserveddomain phases for the sample withxD'2.6 K.
e

t

C5A6~u0cothu021!/p; u052p2kT0 /\vc . ~21!

The treatment of the ‘‘vertical’’ transition at a constantB
ÞB0 @with a(B,Ttr).1 at the transition temperatureTtr] is
more complex.8

In traversing the boundaries horizontally by variation ofB
at a constantT5T1 , two first order ‘‘electronic topological
transitions’’ ~Ref. 5! per dHvA cycle occur. In this case re
gions with afinite induction differenceDB are formed, even
if one of the volume fractions starts continuously from ze
In the NMR study of Ag~Ref. 9! supercooling was observed
no domains were formed when the sample had been co
down toT152.2 K, though domains were observed when t
sameT1 was reached by heating the crystal.

F. The evaluation ofµSR spectra

In the ‘‘transverse field’’ muon-spin-rotation (mSR)
method23 spin-polarizedm1 particles are implanted in the
sample and, on applying a homogeneous magnetic fieldH,
the free precession of their spin about the local fieldB is
monitored. By counting the numberN(V,t)dt of the posi-
trons, emitted by them1 decay into a given solid angleV at
a time (t,t1dt) after implantation, the movement of th
muon spinSm is detected, since in the parity nonconservi
m1→e11ne1 n̄m decay the momentum of thee1 points
preferentially into theinstantaneous directionof Sm . The
counting rateNk(t) for a positron detectork within the plane
of the spin precession has, thereby, anoscillating compo-
nent. By histogramming a large number of individualm1

decays the ensemble average for all muons, rando
stopped within the sample, is obtained. The Fourier anal
of Nk(t) gives the distribution of the precession frequenc
v5gmB, i.e., that of the local fields (gm52p
3135.5388 MHz T21 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the
muon!. Free of quadrupolar line broadening (Sm51/2) and
of limitations due to skin effect, themSR method is very
advantageous in the present context, as pointed out firs
Ref. 24.

For two detectors, left~l! and right~r! of the sample in a
plane normal toB, we have

Nk~ t !5N0ke
2t/tm$11AkPk~ t !%1bk ; k5 l ,r , ~22!

where the exponential decay with them-lifetime tm
52.197 ms determines the time window for observation,bk
is an accidental background. Basic to the method are
‘‘maximum positron asymmetries’’Ak , arising from the an-
isotropy of thee1 emission. Averaged over alle1 energies
one hasAk51/3, but this value is reduced because of t
finite spatial and time resolutions. For transverse-fieldmSR
the initial m1 polarization is~ideally! perpendicular toB,
and Pk is the time dependent muon polarization functio,
having the form

Pk~ t !5E dB8D~B8;B!cos~gmB8t1fk!, k5 l ,r , ~23!

wheref l , f r'f l1p are the phases att50 at the corre-
sponding detectors, andD(B8;B) is the ~normalized! distri-
bution of the field magnitudeB8 at them1 sites for a mean
valueB.
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In the uniform state of a nonmagnetic metal,D(B8;B) is
narrowly centered aboutB5B(H), and Pk(t) describes a
damped oscillation with frequencyv5gmB. The damping is
due to small random spatial fluctuations of the local fie
B8, which broadenD and lead to a ‘‘destructive’’ dephasin
of the precession of individual muons.~In the present case
fluctuations arise from the randomly orientednuclear mag-
netic moments.! Due to the fast diffusion ofm1 in the be-
ryllium lattice at the present temperature range,Pk(t) is ex-
ponentiallydecreasing,

Pk~ t;H !5e2lt cos~gmBt1fk!; B5B~H !, ~24!

corresponding to a motional-narrowed, Lorentzi
D(B8;B)5(l/p)/$(B82B)21l2%. From the data forH
,0.6 T nearT51 K the valuel5l0&0.053106 s21 was
deduced, consistent with random nuclear dipole fields of&1
G at the interstitialm1 sites.

The nonellipsoidal shape of the sample brings additio
inhomogeneity inB, and this, as expected on the basis of
measured values ofx in theuniformphase~Sec. IV!, leads to
an observed, steady increase ofl with increasingH, up to
'0.320.43106 s21 nearH53 T.

For ‘‘ideal’’ Condon domains, with homogeneous intr
domain magnetizations and negligibly small wall region
two oscillatory terms are expected

Pk~ t !5 (
j 51,2

aH
~ j !e2l~ j !t cos~gmBjt1fk!, ~25!

where the frequenciesgmB1 andgmB2 , corresponding to the
para- and diamagnetic regions,do not vary with H, unlike in
Eq. ~24!. For randomly distributedm1 positions, theampli-
tudes a(1)(H) and a(2)(H) are identical with the volume
fractionsap(H) and (12ap) of Eq. ~14!.

In reality, besides the two peaks atB1 andB2 , the distri-
bution D(B8;B) has also a contribution from domain-wa
regions whereM is neither parallel nor opposite toH. Thus,
even ifM is constant within the bulk of a domain~which has
been questioned20!, D is not entirely ‘‘empty’’ between its
two peaks. An empirical way to take this into account
using l ’s as adjustable parameters in Eq.~25!; this will be
done in Sec. III.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed at the low tempera
mSR facility, LTF, of the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen
The applied magnetic fieldH, oriented along the direction o
the incident ‘‘surface’’m1 beam~of momentum 28 MeV/c)
was normal to the Be single crystal plate, the initial mu
polarization had an angle of'50° with H. At the two de-
tectors placed left and right of the sample in the precess
plane, typically'107 m1 decays for eachH,T points were
detected. ‘‘On the spot’’ measurements of the thermopo
oscillations were used to test the setup~field homogeneity,
orientation!.

The two samples~residual resistance ratioR300/R4.2
'300) were cut from a single crystal rod, with the ax
@0001# normal to the plate. The ‘‘thick’’ Be-1 and the
‘‘thin’’ Be-2 samples had dimensions of 0.93130.18 cm3

and 0.931.430.09 cm3. The mean penetration length of th
s

l
e

,

re

n

r

m1 beam, incident on sample, is'0.0660.01 cm, thus prac-
tically all muons are expected to stop even in the thin B
sample.

At this orientation the dHvA period isDH5B0
2/F'64 G

for B52.5 T ~with Fh5970.9 T!. Thus, for a reasonable
mapping of the domain range within a dHvA cycle, aB scan
in steps of some G is required, with a corresponding hom
geneity and stability of the applied field. The field homog
neity in the sample at low fields was found to bedB,1 G,
and the deviations during a typical measuring time of'1 h
remained also in this limit. In a first series of experiments
scans were made by steps of 7 G, in the following the m
was reduced to 2 G or less.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Domain phase and diamagnetism of the uniform state

In this section, field scans near some selected ‘‘refere
values’’ B0.1.5 T are presented, for temperaturesT50.1
20.5 K. At this range of theB,T plane, the presence o
domains in Be is visible as amSR doublet. For lower fields
with decreasingDH}B0

2 , the lines of the doublet merge to
gether, but domain formation still can be detected by
periodic broadeningof the spectrum line, down toB0'0.9
T. The physical parameters, like the domain splittingDB
5B22B1 and permeabilitym[dB/dH of the uniform
phase, show a strong variation, as the reference fieldB0
moves along abeat cycleof x(B).

Results of a field run at abeat antinodeof x on the
‘‘thick’’ Be-1 sample are seen in Fig. 6, where the line wid
l @Eq. ~24!# is plotted againstH. @In fact, the one-frequency
fit by Eq. ~24! is adequate only for the uniform state but,
first, we neglect this ‘‘detail’’ and interpret the data on th
entire field range by the same equation. This amounts
considering the domain-doublet as a single, broad line, w
an effective linewidth proportional toDB.]

The oscillatory ‘‘dHvA’’ variation of l in Fig. 6, ob-
served for the first time inmSR spectra, is spectacular. Th
dotted curve is a best fit by a finite Fourier seri
(0

n$ai sin(2piH/D)1bi cos(2piH/D)%, and the period D

FIG. 6. Exponential damping ratel at T50.5 K as a function of
H, inferred via Eq.~24!. The periodic sharp rise ofl ~i.e., of the
linewidth Dv52l in frequency space atv5gmB) indicates a split
line, interpreted as ‘‘broad’’ by Eq.~24!. The dotted curve is best fi
to the data by a truncated Fourier series, the period of which, 4
G, turns out to be the dHvA periodDH5B0

2/F543.9 G ~for B0

52.0645 T!.
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544.0 G turns out, as expected, to be the dHvA period~for
B052.0645 T andF5970.9 T, one hasDH5B0

2/F543.9
G!.

The minima ofl are line widths for the uniform state
while the maxima provide an estimate forDB in the domain
phase. In using Eq.~24! one would, at first sight, expect onl
two possible values:l5lu for the uniform state, and a muc
larger ‘‘effective’’ one ~see above!, l5ld'p(gm/2p)DB
for the domain section. The~overly simplified! assumption
of a single frequency and exponential decay for Eq.~24!
leads to the smooth descent from the peak valueld to lu , as
the volume fraction of the minority domains decreases. T
explains the continuous variation ofl(H) in Fig. 6, but some
details, like the minimum~instead of a broad plateau! for the
uniform state atlu , and the shoulder atl'0.3 ms21, are
not completely understood at present.

By Fourier transforming the depolarization functio
Pk(t), in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! the power spectra of the spectr
lines are plotted forH near the central region of Fig. 6. On
sees that the large broadeningld51.2 ms21 at H520634
Oe in Fig. 6, obtained via the one-frequency fit by Eq.~24!
is, in reality, a well resolveddoublet, with components at
B1'20607 G andB2'20643 G, of approximately equal in
tensities.~From DB536 G one expectsl51.5 ms21, con-
sistent withld above.! The variation of intensities with de
creasingH clearly shows that forH520640 Oe@Fig. 7~a!#
the diamagnetic component~at B1520607 G! is small, for
H520634 Oe the dia- and paramagnetic lines become
equal intensity, and forH520628 Oe@Fig. 7~b!# the diamag-
netic line dominates.

The B(H) diagram at the same beat maximumxa

'x1
(h) , Fig. 8~a!, was determined by using Eq.~25! and,

when no two frequencies can be resolved, by Eq.~24!. The
theoretical curve is found by varying the ‘‘amplitude para
eter’’ a @Eq. ~9!# to have a best fit, at the given demagnet
ing factorn50.775.~By the tables,25 the inscribed ellipsoid
of the rectangular 103931.8 mm3 Be sample givesn
'0.7760.02. Further, the same value forn was inferred
from our data withxa at thenodal region, where the ‘‘uni-
form’’ section in the dHvA cycle is larger andn can more
accurately be determined; see below.! The best fit fora is
obtained forah53.64, where the subscript ofah54px1

(h)

refers to the beat antinode. In the sinusoidal case one ha
5a(DB/DH) and the above value ofa corresponds, by Eq
~10!, to DB'34 G orDB/DH50.77. The overall agreemen
for B(H) in Fig. 8~a! is reasonable, except for a deviatio
near the high-field ends of the domain ranges. The obser
approximately linear variation of the intensities of the do
blet components~volume fractions! for the same domain sec
tions are seen in Fig. 8~b!.

The slopedB/dH̄5m̄50.5560.1 in the uniform phase
gives @Eq. ~18!# 4pdM/dB̄523.6, consistent with the firs
harmonic model requiring24px152a523.64. @This is
not yet a proof for a sinusoidalM (B), since fora.3 only a
small section of the ‘‘theoretical’’M (B) is observable, as
noticed in Sec. II B.# Important is that the experiment pro
vides anabsolute measurement of the dHvA susceptib
x(B) for all physically accessibleB values.

On tuningH downwards by half of a beat period,a de-
creases, and Fig. 9 showsB(H) for xa5x1

( l ) , at the beat
is

of

-
-

d,
-

y

node. The domain-free section is longer, the mean perm
ability m̄50.83 much larger than for the antinode regio
Variation of bothn and a gives n50.775 andal54px1

( l )

51.25 as best fit to the data. Here Eq.~18! with m→m̄
would give 4px'20.79 for the minimum susceptibility, in
apparent contradiction with a sinusoidalM (H), since for this
value of (2a) no domains should occur at all. Howeve
nonlinearity cannot be neglected fora*1 @see Fig. 3~a!#: the

FIG. 7. Doublet splitting of themSR line atT50.5 K, evidenc-
ing of dia- and paramagnetic domains. The applied field varies n
a beat maximum~Fig. 4!. The spectra belong to five subseque
decreasing values ofH, corresponding to the five points about th
central maximum in Fig. 6:~a! H520640~dotted!, 20636~dashed!,
and 20634 Oe~solid line!, and ~b! H520634 ~solid!, 20632
~dashed!, and 20628 Oe~dotted line!. Note the stable positions
(B1'20607 G,B2'20643 G! of the peaks, while the intensity
‘‘flows’’ from the upper to the lower line asH decreases.~The area
of the doublets is normalized to unity.!
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6842 PRB 59SOLT, BAINES, EGOROV, HERLACH, AND ZIMMERMANN
theory predictsm,m̄ in the middle of the uniform section
reproducing 4px(B08)521.25 for the minimum ofx. @The
slight nonlinearity in the theoreticalB(H) curve cannot, at
the present accuracy, be either unambiguously confirme

FIG. 8. ~a! B(H) diagram atT50.5 K, showing the recurren
doublet structure at a beat maximum~the field range is that of Figs
6 and 7!. The theoretical curve~solid line! is for a53.64 andn
50.775.~The nominalH scale has an upwards shift of'8.7 G with
respect to the actual field values.! ~b! Normalized line intensities
a( j ) @Eq. ~25!#. For the sections with doublet splitting,a( j ) ’s are the
volume fractions of the oppositely magnetized domains, predic
to vary linearly withH.

FIG. 9. B(H) diagram atT50.5 K, as in Fig. 8, but forxa(B)
at the nearest beatnode~Fig. 4!. The theoretical curve~solid line! is
for a51.25 andn50.775.
or

invalidated by the data points.# Our ratio x1
( l )/x1

(h)5al /ah
50.34 is near to the value 0.32, expected for the alm
equal two hip and one waist cross sections.

The data shown in Figs. 6–9 were taken by tuningH
downwards. To test reversibility, a series of measureme
was also done byreincreasing Hin the same interval. As
seen in Fig. 10, the peak for the ‘‘upwards’’ series is sligh
shifted for higherH with respect to that measured ‘‘down
wards,’’ an indication for field ‘‘overheating’’ by an amoun
of &2 G.

To see the predicted increase ofdH and m̄ for larger n,
measurements were also performed on the thinner B
sample with n50.8860.02. While domains, similarly to
Figs. 6–9, could be observed via broadening or splitting
the frequency spectra also for Be-2, the quantitative interp
tation of the data is more difficult, since the doublet lines a
less distinct than for Be-1. For example, Fig. 11 showsB(H)
for Be-2 at the same beat maximum as Fig. 8~a! for Be-1, the
fit giving in this casea52.01 andn50.72. However, these
values are not realistic, sincen for Be-2 is certainly larger
than for Be-1, anda should be about the same for the plat
cut from the same crystal.

d

FIG. 10. Comparison of the damping ratesl(H) for field scans
downwards (s) ~Fig. 6! and upwards (n), at T50.5 K. A slight
shift of the upwards series towards higherH ’s ~‘‘field-
overheating’’! is visible.

FIG. 11. B(H) diagram as in Fig. 8, but for sample Be-2. Th
calculated curve is forn50.78 anda51.25.
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The merging spectral lines for Be-2 may signalize that
volume fraction of the inhomogeneous wall regions is,
the thinner sample, more important. In this case the fit
only two frequencies is obviously less adequate, with
numerical consequence that the deduced values forDB anda
are systematically too small, as indeed the fit result sho
Thus, in spite of the order-of-magnitude estimate Eq.~19! for
L50.09 cm and wall thicknessw'1024 cm, giving a ratio
as small asw/d50.03, the result for Be-2 may indicate th
the actual wall thickness isconsiderably larger. On the other
hand, the ‘‘opening’’ of the domains in surface layers
thickness'd also diminishes the volume fraction of the h
mogeneous regions. Forw'1024 cm, the layers with ben
domain walls make up 2d/L'2Aw/L'6.7 and'4.7 per-
cents of the volume for Be-2 and Be-1, respectively.

B. Reversibility and phase boundaries

On crossing the envelopea(B,T)51 @Fig. 5~a!# along a
horizontal (T5const! line, the domain structure appears fir
as the onset of a periodic oscillation ofl ~near the envelope
curve the domain strips are narrow,DB!DH, the splitting is
difficult to resolve!.

In Fig. 12 the variation ofl is seen at fields correspond
ing to selected positions~‘‘phases’’! within the beat and
dHvA periods. The data showl in the ‘‘middle’’ of the
uniform phase (lu ,H5Boi8 ) both at the beat minima an
maxima, and also within the domain strips at 1:1 volum
fractions (lmax,H5B0i). The ‘‘branch’’ lmax arises atH
50.9 T, indicating the lowest field where domains appea
our mSR spectra. Comparing to the phase diagram@Fig.
5~b!#, this would meanxD<1.2 K, butxD in reality is higher
~see below!. One sees thatlu in theuniformstate is different
whether measured near a beat antinode or node. This is
to the fact that, forx15x1

(h) , the spatial variations ofM and

FIG. 12. Damping ratel(H) at T50.1 K for selected phases o
the beat and dHvA periods. Solid line:l in the middle of domain
sections near beat antinodes (lmax); dashed and dotted lines:l for
uniform states (lu) near beat maxima and minima, respective
The branchlmax appearing atH'0.9 T indicates domain formation
from this field upwards.~The pointsH.1.2 T belong toT50.5 K.!
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B in the nonellipsoidal sample, scaled byM itself, are also
larger. ~The points for the highest fields were measured
T50.5 K, butlmin varies little forT,0.5 K.!

Next, the variation ofB22B15DB was studied as a func
tion of T for a field H5B0 in the ‘‘middle’’ of the domain
section, along the vertical path considered in Sec. II E. F
ure 13~a! shows, for H526420 Oe, how the induction
B1 ,B2 converge asT increases. The data for the runs
increasing and decreasing temperatures do not differ sig
cantly within our accuracy of'0.2 K. In Fig. 13~b! the
differenceDB is plotted, together with the prediction of Eq
~10!, ~5!, and ~21! for different values of the critical poin
(T052.5, 3.0, and 3.5 K!. Though the drop ofDB between
1.5–3 K is not far from the expected one forT053 K, the
transition to the low temperature plateau with decreasingT is
significantly sharper as predicted.

The observed deviation from the numerical predictions
the theory is even more important for the phase diagram,
5~b!. In view of the known value (xD'2.6 K! of the Dingle

.

FIG. 13. ~a! Domain inductionsB1 ,B2 as functions of tempera
ture for Be-1 atH526420 Oe;s: sample heated;n: sample
cooled. ForT.3 K the resolution of two frequencies is increa
ingly difficult; ~b! the induction differenceDB as a function of
temperature. The dotted lines are predictions of the first harmo
approximation for the transition point atT052.5, 3.0, or 3.5 K.
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6844 PRB 59SOLT, BAINES, EGOROV, HERLACH, AND ZIMMERMANN
temperature for our sample,12 the selected representative da
points indicate a much more extended area for the dom
phase than expected. SinceB52.641 T~filled circle! is at a
beatmaximumof x1 , the presence of domains atT052.5 K
would already imply thatxD,0.9 K. The data points at th
beat nodes B51.992 T atT50.5 K andB52.739 T atT
50.8 K ~Fig. 9! would fit into the calculated phase diagra
only for xD,0.8 K andxD,0.6 K. The Dingle temperature
xD'2.6 K of the sample not only should exclude domains
the beatnodes, but the domain phaseshould not appear at
all in this field range, not even at the beatmaximawhen
xD.1.78 K.

The fact, that Eq.~5! at high fields (H'6 T! predicts far
too small values forx1(B,T) in beryllium, was pointed out
first in Ref. 12. The present results show particularly clea
that this is true also for the low, 1–3 T field region. Th
amplitude of the first harmonic~and for xD52.6 K andH
52.5 T this is the only one to be retained, Sec. II E! is
predicted to be 4px1'230.98Ru50.5,v52.6'0.14 for the
node x1

( l ) and 3 times as large for the beat antinodex1
(h) .

Both of these are much below 1. The origin of the observed
large susceptibility amplitudes, much larger than predic
by the LK formula, should lie in the nearly cylindrica
quasi-two-dimensional~2D! nature of the electron ellipsoid
of the Be Fermi surface. The validity of the LK formul
based on the model of the 3D noninteracting electron ga
in these conditions, to be questioned.12

V. CONCLUSIONS

Condon domains in beryllium were for the first time o
served in a direct, spectroscopic way. The study for fie
0.9,H,3 T at various phases of the beat cycleof the sus-
ceptibility amplitudexa(B) shows that the observed doma
area in the (B,T) phase diagram is much more extended th
a calculation of the susceptibility amplitudex1(B,T) pre-
dicts. This cannot be due to the omission of second
higher harmonics, since these should be negligibly sma
the present experimental conditions (xD'2.6 K; T>0.1 K,
B,3 T!. In particular, the observation of domains near t
nodesx15x1

( l ) at H51.992 T and 2.739 T is difficult to
explain, the calculated value of the critical parameter be
a[4px150.10!1, for example, for the first one. In othe
terms, to havea.1 at this node, the Dingle temperature
the sample should bexD,0.8 K, instead of the actual valu
of xD'2.6 K. The reason why the observedxa is much
larger than predicted is not fully understood, but the pres
results are consistent with that found in Ref. 12, where
enhancement ofx was attributed to the basically quasi-tw
dimensionality of the electron Fermi surface.

Apart from the too small numerical values forx1 , the
theory assuming a sinusoidalx(B) provides a qualitatively
correct description of the measuredB(H) diagrams, Figs. 8
in
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and 9. In particular, the data show the predicted increas
the induction differenceDB(a)58pM (a) between dia- and
paramagnetic regions in thedomain phase, and the simulta-
neous trend towards strong diamagnetism24px(a,n)
@1 in the uniform state, as the amplitudex1 moves along
the beat cycle to an antinode.

The variation of the order parameterDB(T) ~Fig. 13! is,
at constantH5B0 ~at the center of a domain section! sharper
than predicted by the theory. On reducingT from the critical
T0 , the low temperature plateau ofDB(T) appears more
abruptly and lies lower than expected. No significa
overheating-undercooling was observed within our accur
of '0.2 K ~Fig. 13!. On the other hand, by varyingH at a
given temperature, the results indicate the possibility o
slight ‘‘field-overheating’’ of the order of 2 G, Fig. 10, a
expected for a first order transition.

The results on the thinner sample Be-2 seem to indic
that, in spite of the estimate Eq.~19!, the effective domain
wall thicknessw is there much larger than the cyclotron r
dius. This may be due to strong corrugations of the dom
walls, caused by surface and bulk imperfections.

The measuredmSR peak positions and relative line inte
sities within the doublets have provided information on t
dominant, ‘‘internal’’ inductions and relative volumes of th
domains. To go beyond this and determine the actual dis
bution of fields in the inhomogeneous wall regions would
possible only by an accurate line-shape analysis of the s
tra. This is obviously limited by the experimental time an
frequency resolutions: the peaks of a doublet are best s
rated for high (.2 T! fields (DB&DH5H2/F) where,
however, the observed amplitudes for the corresponding h
precession frequencies (.270 MHz! get strongly diminished
due to the finite ('1 ns! time resolution. Thus, for an accu
ratemSR study of the interdomain regions in this case, t
resolution limit should in the future be substantially lowere

Note added.After submission of this article, a new calcu
lation of the phase boundaries and the induction splitt
DB, based on a 2-dimensional electron gas model,
appeared.26 The authors confirm our conclusion that the L
formula in the present case fails to reproduce the amplit
x1 , and show that the 2D model gives more extended
main areas, in agreement with our results.
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